First Loss: Midshipmen sail past Dukes, 27-14
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Enrollment may top original estimates
By Laurel Wissinger
staff writer

More freshmen are on campus this year, but their
increased number isn't the only enrollment crunch
JMU is facing.
Final figures won't be available until a census is
taken in mid-September, but JMU is expected to top
its enrollment projection of 10,207 students this
year, said Dr. William Jackameit, assistant vice
president of resource planning and policy studies.
The admissions office estimates that 49.9 percent
of students who were offered admission for this year
accepted, up from 47 percent last year.
In addition to a bigger freshman class, Jackameit
said more students are staying longer than four years
to get their degrees. Also, fewer JMU students are
transferring to other schools or dropping out.
"You put all those factors together and obviously
there are going to be more people here at JMU,"
Jackameit said.
Enrollment projections are the university's way of
predicting how many students will attend JMU in a
given year. Figures are computed five years in
advance and updated every two years. The projections
are used to make budget decisions and aim for an ideal
number of students in the incoming freshman class.
Uppcrclassmcn must indicate whether or not they
are returning and if they want on-campus housing by
April of each school year, after acceptance letters have
been sent to prospective freshmen, Jackameit said.
That timetable makes it difficult to anticipate how far
off the enrollment projections will be.
Each year, JMU expects that a certain number of
students will not return. But when more students than
expected come back, the university must count on
fewer freshmen accepting, Jackameit said.
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By Amanda Benson
business editor

Scoops offers
ice cream with
old-time twist

Ice cream and quiche might seem like a strange
combination.
But not if you're at Scoops Ice Cream Parlor Deli
& Bakery. Located across from the Valley Mall on
Route 33 in Harrisonburg, Scoops offers a unique
menu including more than 50 flavors of ice cream,
sundaes, sandwiches, salads, quiches and homemade
bread.
"We tried to combine an ice cream parlor with a
European-style cafe," says owner Abe Clymer.
Reminiscent of the '50's and '60's, Scoops' interior
looks like a small-town parlor with an old-time
twist.
A jukebox near the front door plays old favorites
such as the Beach Boys and the Beatles. Four red

booths in the parlor area provide a. comfortable,
relaxed atmosphere.
Clymer insists upon using china, glass and
silverware to serve food — another quality
enhancing the '50's and '60's theme.
"We do use plastic for take out, but otherwise it's
all glass and metal here," he says. "We serve
old-fashioned sodas — you know, with whipped
cream and a cherry on top — something you don't
find around here anymore."
As a family-owned business, Scoops offers a
personal atmosphere and low prices, Clymer says.
"It helps everyone enjoy the prices as well as the
product."
For 75 cents, customers can buy a "single scoop"
serving, which is actually about two and a half
See SCOOPS page 2>
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can [and that is] almost working against
>■ (Continued from page 1)
"That's what's happened to us [us]," Cerveny said. "We have a
visitation day for our early action
recently, particularly this year," he said.
students. We hold receptions for some
"More students returned, plus we had an
of our very best students we've offered'
extremely high yield rate for the
freshman class." Yield rate refers to the admission to, trying to encourage a
number of freshmen who are offered greater percentage of them to accept our
admission and decide to attend each offers."
Making admissions projections also
year.
is
especially tricky because so much
JMU student enrollment and the
money
is at stake, Cerveny said.
margin of error in enrollment
Funding from the state is based upon
projections have shown a steady
what Jackameit called the "projected
increase over the past five years.
Miscalculations in anticipating full-time equivalent number." JMU
enrollment have increased three-fold receives money according to the total
over a five-year span. For the 1984-85 number of students enrolled each
academic year, 9,231 students were semester divided by 15 credits. Fifteen
expected to attend, but 99 additional credit hours is what the state considers a
students registered. Last fall the full-time course load.
If the number of students who
projected figure was 9,826, a number
actually
enroll is fewer than estimated,
short by 300 students. At the same
JMU
loses
expected funding.
time, JMU's enrollment jumped from
When
more
students than expected
9,320 in 1984-85 to 10,126 last year.
attend
JMU,
one
of the most obvious
Alan Cerveny, JMU's director of
results
is
a
shortage
of residence hall
admissions, called the process "an
space.
inexact science."
Freshmen are subjected to "a reverse
The admissions office decides how
process," said Dr. William Bolding,
many people to admit based on an
JMU's director of residence life.
enrollment projection given them by
"Freshmen get the leftovers of
the president's office, Cerveny said.
housing," he said. "We work closely
His office also has been keeping up with admissions, informing them of the
with national trends in admissions,
space we have available, but the bottom
Cerveny said. According to national
line is we just don't know until after
publications, the typical high school
spring sign-up what spaces we'll have.
senior "shops around" and applies to
By that time, freshmen have been
more schools.
notified and have decided they're
JMU has been averaging "right
coming, and we just have to
around a 47 percent yield rate" over the
accommodate the numbers."
last seven years, Cerveny said. Recent
Bolding said residence life now is
trends led the admissions office to
moving some students from tripled
believe the same number or fewer
rooms and study lounges. "We had
freshmen would accept. "Instead, we had
about 50 no-shows that we're in the
almost 50 percent of those to whom we process of contacting right now, some
offered admission accept.
of whom we know aren't coming. So
"It's something that no one really we've moved students into those rooms?
could have anticipated," Cerveny said.
Bolding added JMU might begin a
"Certainly we've got a lot of statistics housing lottery next year. "It's still up
to use, but it still comes down to in the air as to how we would go about
guessing how many people are going to doing one, but the situation has come
accept our offers."
to that," he said. "This year we had to
Cerveny added that JMU actively
tell fifth-year seniors and transfers we
recruits prospective freshmen, a
couldn't let them live on campus.
measure which he feels has added to the
"We're working with a finite limit of
increased yield rate.
rooms, and once you hit that finite
"We are trying to do everything we - - limit, what can you do?"
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Scoops prides itself on generous portions.

scoops of ice cream. Clymer says
offering generous portions is important.
"People come in and say, 'That's a
single scoop?'"
In addition to sugar cones and wafer
cones. Scoops makes its own waffle
cones in cinnamon, chocolate and
regular flavors.
"The first thing that attracts you
when you walk in is the smell of
homemade waffle cones," Clymer says.
Homemade food also is featured in the
deli section, consisting of four round
tables with white tablecloths, flower
centerpieces and old-fashioned wooden
chairs.
The deli serves fresh-baked pies and
cakes, as well as sandwiches such as the
Garden Pita, while the parlor serves all
natural Hcrshey's ice cream.
"We try to stay with natural things,"
Clymer says. Part of this theme is
found in a sign posted both in the front
of the store and on the menus: "No
smoking please. So that all of our
customers are ensured of enjoying our
100 percent natural ice cream, please
refrain from smoking. A pure product
deserves a pure atmosphere."
Clymer says before his business
moved in, "there wasn't any place in
Harrisonburg that served all-natural ice
cream." He considered selling the
gourmet Haagen-Dazs ice cream, "but
Harrisonburg isn't ready to pay those
prices." He chose Hershey's instead.
No other brand of ice cream "offered
the variety that Hershey's did," he adds.
"It has appeal to all ages; old folks
come in and say, 'Oh, I remember
Hershey's from when I was young.'"
Among the 50 varieties of ice cream
at Scoops, bubblegum, strawberry
cheesecake and peppermint stick are
some of the specialty flavors. There
also is a variety of frozen yogurt and
dietetic ice cream to choose from.
Dietetic ice cream is made with
Nutra-S wcet and contains no sugar.
Scoops has a "unique machine" that
blends two flavors of ice cream and any
toppings "to come up with more than
2,000 possibilities," Clymer says.
Fresh fruit can be blended with ice
cream for a custom-made taste.
"You have the choice of whatever
weird concoction you can come up
with," Clymer says. "You create your
own fantasy."

For those who would like their
fantasies created for them. Scoops
carries combinations such as the Dream
Cone, made with vanilla ice cream,
sprinkles and a cherry atop a waffle
cone.
A new item to be added to the menu
soon is the Scoops Turtle, made with
vanilla ice cream, roasted buttered
pecans, caramel and hot fudge.
"We're coming up with all kinds of
creations, and we're always open for
suggestion," Clymer says.
He plans to keep ideas flowing to
maintain interaction with JMU
students.
"We're open to working with groups,
like fraternities and sororities," Clymer
says. He is considering allowing such
groups to rent out the store for
one-hour periods.
Another of Clymer's ideas is to have
a four-dollar "all you can eat" ice cream
night. "Something like 11:00 to 1:00
on a Friday night — we'll just have a
wild time," he says.
Scoops caters mostly to college
students, Clymer says. "We're interested
in serving a quality product that they
[students] can afford."
Most of the employees at Scoops are
JMU students, which "gives us a good
rapport on campus," he adds.
Sarah Wilson, a JMU graduate
student, recently began working at
Scoops.
"I like the atmosphere, especially the
'50's type motif and the music," she
says. Once a waitress, Wilson says the
surroundings at Scoops are "a lot more
relaxing — it's just a nice place to
work."
She adds that special orders are not a
problem. "He [Clymer] will do
whatever you want for you," Wilson
says.
Ice cream portions are weighed on an
electronic machine.
"We weigh everything so there's
consistency when you come back,"
Clymer says.
He hopes to expand his menu to
include whatever his customers suggest,
and plans to carry cappucino and
espresso coffees.
"It's fun here," Clymer says. "We've
tried to create an experience — not just
icecream."
Scoops is open from 10 a.m. to 10
p.m. weekdays, 10 a.m. to 11 p.m.
weekends.
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NEWS
Senate tries to ease faculty workloads
By Lora Ruddock
faculty senate reporter
The faculty senate is trying to limit
how much time a professor must* devote
to three service areas — teaching,
research and professional service.
Last spring, Dr. Russell Warren,
JMU's vice president for academic
affairs, appointed a committee to look
into the evaluation of professors' work
in these three areas. Dr. Charles
Dubenezic, senate speaker, was a
member of this committee. A report
issued by the committee at the end of
July recommended that faculty members
should not be required to work in all
three areas at all times.
Warren responded in August in a
report to the Academic Council, which
is comprised of deans and other
administrators. He said faculty members
should work in each area, but those
with specialized abilities could
concentrate on one service area.
Dubenezic said Thursday Warren's
views allow "some flexibility in the
expectations of each faculty member."
Many faculty members "feel
overworked trying to concentrate our
efforts in all three areas ... year in and
year out," he said.
The faculty senate represents the
faculty in regard to policies affecting
JMU. Although some senate requests
for policy changes haven't been
followed, "I don't think that means the
senate is powerless or that we don't
really have any purpose," Dubenezic
said. "I think it means that we can get
most of what we want."
Dubenezic and the senators also used

Thursday's meeting to voice opinions
on graduation, parking, day care and the
availability of basketball tickets.
Dubenezic said many faculty
members want the May graduation
ceremony shortened and moved to
Saturday evening of graduation
weekend.
"We were not pleased with the lack of
decorum on the part of the students and
the parents in the stands," Dubenezic
said. "Two-thirds of the stands emptied
by the time graduation had ended."
Senators also objected to student
parking in faculty spots. One senator
said she knew of a colleague who had to
park at a 7-Eleven Store on South Main

children.
"I think it's astonishing that an
institution that employs a thousand
people doesn't have a day care center..
. I'm more concerned about where to
park my son than where to park my
car."
Another issue that angered the
senators at the meeting is a May letter
stating that if faculty members want
guaranteed basketball tickets, they
should contribute to the Duke Club,
JMUs athletic boosters.
"I think an awful lot of us took that
as a threat," Dubenezic said. After
faculty members opposed the letter,
JMU President Ronald Carrier

"I'm more concerned about where to park
my son than where to park my car."
— Mark Facknitz
Street because of a lack of spaces.
Some students who park overnight in
faculty spaces plan to move their cars
early the next morning, said faculty
senator John Wood. "In theory, they are
going to get their cars out of there by
the time the faculty comes to work in
the morning. What happens is, they
don't."
Faculty members also want a place to
park their kids. Dr. Mark Facknitz
suggested JMU consider opening a day
care center for faculty members'

responded that he was not aware of the
letter and agreed that they should have
access to guaranteed tickets "without
having to make a contribution."
Faculty members eventually might
have to pay full price for tickets to
athletic events, Dubenezic said. He
added, however, that Dean Ehlers,
JMU's athletic director, told him the
policy for half-price faculty tickets
won't change this year or next
To combat the shortage of some
courses in the foreign language

department. Dr. Fernando Barroso
suggested adding more sections.
He quoted a comment from a faculty
member who responded to a
questionaire Barroso circulated: "It
seems unjust to be taking such pain to
provide students and faculty with state
of the art materials, technology,
residence hall facilities [if JMU is] not
working to the utmost to provide
enough sections of enough courses."
Since Thursday's meeting was the
first faculty senate meeting of the
1988-89 academic year, Dubenezic took
time to explain some of the group's
housekeeping functions.
Faculty members are expected to
contribute one dollar to the $500
faculty senate fund for valedictorians'
medals, flowers for faculty members
who are ill, memorial donations to the
JMU Foundation and a small amount of
senate dues paid to the Faculty Senate
if Virginia.
The senate also receives $3,000 from
JMU to pay for photocopies, travel and
other expenses.
Dubenezic added that the faculty
senate should interact more with the
Student Government Association and
the university administration. A
faculty-student forum has been
scheduled for Nov. 16 when students
and professors can discuss their
concerns.
As part of that interaction, senators
will hear more from JMU
administrators such as Dr. Linwood
Rose, vice president of administration
and finance, who will speak to senators
in early October.

Boyd-Rush appointed
dean of graduate school
Dr. Dorothy Boyd-Rush has recently been
appointed dean of the JMU Graduate School.
A member of the JMU faculty since 1971,
Boyd-Rush has served as acting dean of the school
since January. She served as an assistant dean in the
College of Letters and Sciences from 1986-88.
Boyd-Rush succeeds Dr. William O. Hall Jr., who
was named as an associate vice president for academic
affairs.

Bachelor of general studies
program gets new director
Dr. Charles W. Cuny has been appointed director
of JMUs bachelor of general studies program.
Curry, an Augusta County native, is an associate
professor of trade and industrial education. Much of
his time has been spent teaching off-campus through
JMU's Center for Vocational Education.
In his new position, he will continue to work with
off-campus students.

Shading
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Sophomore Jennifer Cruse sketches the bluestones for an art class Friday.
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Stanley H. Kaplan

The SMART MOVE!
PREPARATION FOR:
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[TREK USA

Enroll now for September classes for fall
exams
804-979-3001

Better Bikes,
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1928 Arlington Blvd. Suite 200
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$20 in accessories FREE
with any bike purchased
thru Sept. 17, 1988.
Lower Price!
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RESERVE

SPECIALIZED.

JMU SPECIAL^

LSAT-GRE-GMAT

BICYCLE

1570 S. MAIN

(NEXT TO RJ'S DELI)

OFFICERS' TRAINING

434-5151

CORPS

:

BVYOMZGETONE
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This Tuesday's Special
6" Turkey Breast
Not valid with other offers
Duke's Plaza 433-YUMM (9866)
Market Sq. East 433-SUBS (7827)

Campus Organizations

CALL TQDAV
Advertising Specialties
Awards & Incentives
Business & Personal
We're Geared to Satisfy

your Fund-Raising
Requirements with
Creative Ideas and
Fast Service
Downtown Press
Harrisonburg, VA 22801
(703) 434-4637

WORK FOR YOURSELF
As a campus representative you'll be
responsible lor placing advertising on
bulletin boaitJs and working on marketing
programs lor clients such as American
Express, Boston University, Eurall, and
various movie companies, among others.
Part-time work, choose your own hours.
No sales. Many ot our reps stay with us
long alter graduation. II you are self
motivated, hardworking, and a bit ot an
entrepreneur, call or write lor more
information to:

AMERICAN PASSAGE
NETWORK
6211 W. HOWARD STREET
CHICAGO. IL 60648
1 (800) 221-5942 or
(312) 647-6860
CHICAGO>DA"
DALLAS" LOS ANGELES
NEW YORK SEATTLE

BEUEVEIT0RN0ITHISGUY
IS W CUSS.
Exctement and adventure .s the course descnptan. and Army ROTC is the name.
Its the
one colcole. It's
the one
Iege elective that builds your
develops your leadership potent,*
you
take on the challenges of command
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COLLEGE CLIPS
Education secretary a 'token' nominee
[CPS] — Calling him a "distinguished educator,"
President Reagan nominated Texas Tech University
President Lauro Cavazos to be the next secretary of
education Aug. 9, but Texas Tech students didn't
necessarily agree with the president's assessment of
him.
"When 1 heard about it [Cavazos' nomination] I
was surprised," said Scott Brumley, the editor of the
University Daily, Texas Tech's student paper. "It
appears to be more a political move than an attempt
to put a competent person in that position."
Cavazos is the first Hispanic nominated to serve
in the cabinet. Reagan dismissed allegations the
nomination was a campaign ploy, saying he chose
Cavazos because "he seemed the best-fitted man for
the job."
Joel West, another Daily staffer who called the
nomination "a political play" designed to attract
Hispanic voters to the Republican party, said "There
probably was somebody else more qualified."
"Reagan has a history of appointing tokens,"

Brumley added. "Nothing against Cavazos, but he's
going in as a token."
If confirmed by the Senate, Cavazos will succeed
William Bennett, who announced in May that he is
stepping down as head of the U.S. Department of
Education Sept. 20.
Brumley said Cavazos is not regarded highly on
the Texas Tech campus.
In 1984, the Faculty Senate voted
overwhelmingly to give Cavazos a vote of "no
confidence" after Cavazos' administration attempted
to toughen tenure procedures. Anger about that
move has subsided since, but many on campus still
harbor ill will against the president, Brumley said.
"He's gone from the outhouse to the penthouse
pretty quickly," Brumley said. "I'm not so sure what
kind of secretary he'd make. He's not incompetent,
but he has had some problems with his
subordinates."
Brumley said students have a better opinion of
Cavazos than do faculty members. He said Cavazos

established a "decent" rapport with students. "He
was accessible. He had a high profile on campus."
Tech student Steve Byington, who works on the
university's student activities board, said "I've
worked with him a few times.
"He's a very competent man, but a lot of people
don't like him. But he's eager to work with students,
and he always helped us out."
Brumley said many students feel "cynical" about
Cavazos' nomination. Cavazos' tenure under
President Reagan will last just a few months,
minimizing his chance to do much policymaking.
Alicia Sandoval of the National Education
Association agreed. She called the nomination a
"ploy to help get Bushelected and carry Texas. A
classic case of tokenism."
"We feel this particular announcement is
politically motivated," Sandoval said. "Cavazos is
like a substitute teacher. He won't have the clout to
change anything in the little time he has."

California judge rules out NCAA drug tests
[CPS] — In a decision that could
affect student athletes nationwide and
disrupt campus drug testing, a
California judge has ruled the National
Collegiate Athletic Association
(NCAA) cannot force Stanford
University to test its athletes for drug
abuse.
At least one college has decided to
stop drug testing its athletes in the
wake of the decision, which called the
NCAA drug program unconstitutional.
Santa Clara County Superior Court
Judge Conrad Rushing issued a
permanent injunction Aug. 10 allowing
all Stanford athletes to compete without

legal precedent for the issue of drug
testing among the NCAA's 250,000
student athletes, more campuses also
may drop their programs.
But NCAA President Wilford Bailey
swore the NCAA will keep pressing
colleges to perform drug tests even if
they involve "an element of invasion of
privacy."
Those who don't test their athletes
may find themselves shut out of NCAA
events, he warned.
"The right to engage in NCAA
competition is not a right guaranteed by
the U.S. Constitution," Bailey said.
"It's a privilege."

participating in the NCAA's
drug-testing program.
Rushing said the NCAA's program
"invades student athletes' privacy" and
"interferes with the athletes' right to
treat themselves with appropriate
over-the-counter medications as other
students do."
A day after the ruling, Don Combs,
athletic director at Eastern Kentucky
University, suspended EKU's drug
testing program because "the legal
climate does not appear to be favorable
at this time."
Stanford attorney Debra Zumwalt
predicted that, because the case is a

Bailey said federal courts in Louisiana
and Washington have ruled in favor of
the NCAA's drug program. In
Louisiana, a federal court denied the
injunction sought by a Louisiana State
football player who tested positive for
steroids and was barred from competing
in the 1987 Sugar Bowl.
And in Seattle, a federal judge ruled
the NCAA's program "would likely
succeed on its own merits" in a
University of Washington runner's
lawsuit.
Another drug testing suit, brought by
University of Colorado runner Dave
Derdeyn, has not come to trial yet

Study finds questioning ideas on alcohol reduces abuse
[CPS]—It doesn't pay to nag students about how
bad drinking can be for them.
Renelle Massey of the University of South
Florida found that challenging students' assumptions
that alcohol makes them funny, brave, more
sociable, sexier or better in some other way is the
most effective way of getting students to cut down
their drinking.
"We're looking at this as an approach to
prevention" of ateotaol abuse, Massey said.
Some studies indicate that as many as 82 percent
of the nation's collegians drink regularly, and
excessive drinking has tamed into a problem at
many schools.
Intoxicated students were blamed for turning, a
1986 Colorado State University block party into a
riot, while hundreds have been arrested during
drunken spring break riots in Palm Beach, Cal., and
Palm Springs, Fla., in recent years. Drunken
parties at Iowa State and the University of
California-Santa Barbara last spring also led to

arrests, injuries and vandalism.
Excessive drinking has killed several students in
recent years. A Rutgers University fraternity pledge
died in February after a "drink 'til you're sick"
hazing session. Cor example. In 1985, a University
of Colorado sorority pledge was killed after fatting
from a bridge during a drunken party.
Hoping to curb such incidents and comply with
lower drinking age laws, most campuses have
developed "alcohol awareness programs'' that
generally focus on the ill effects of drinking. The
USF study is among the first to examine student
drinking from art expectations point of view.
USF had students record their normal alcohol
consumption for three weeks, and then assigned 25
to a program to lower their expectations of what
alcohol could do for them.
Twenty-five others joined a more traditional
program about the dangers of excessive drinking,
and 27 received no counseling at all.
In one activity, students in the first group were

given either an alcoholic beverage or a placebo, but
not told which. Afterward, the group played
charades.
Students then were asked to guess who was givenalcohol, based on their charades performance.
-Everybody made mistakes," Massey said
Their inaccuracy led to a discussion of how people
have been taught through television, advertising and
everyday conversation that alcohol can make people
witty and sociable.
Showing students bow wrong these expectations
are, Massey said, "is a lot more potent than just
telling people about the potential hazards of
excessive drinking."
High-level drinkers in thexxperimental program
went from an average 9.7 drinks per week to 6.1,
while low-level drinkers dropped from 5.5 to four.
High-level students in the traditonal program,
however, changed only from 10.9 drinks per week to
9.4. Low-level drinkers reduced their consumption
from 6.4 to three drinks per week.
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Welcome Back Students!
WILLIAMSON'S PHARMACY AND HOME HEALTH
1015 Harrison Street, Harrisonburg, Va.
(Across from Midway Market)
'THE STUDENT'S PHARMApY

• Prescriptions and Over-the-Counter drugs.
• Private Consultation with your pharmacist,
nurse, or dietician.

.Williamsons

Bring this ad in for
a 10% Discount
to students with I.D.

DME HEALTH
Tel: 434-2372

Approved Charge Accounts Welcome
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Discount Prices on New Books

Back to school sale now in progress on
dictionaries and other Reference books
including:
Oxford's Companion to English Literature...$3.98
Oxford's American Dictionary
$3.98
Strunk and White's Elements of Style
$1.49
Benet's Reader's Encyclopedia
$4.49
and many more!

Sale prices effective through Sept. 30th

Other Voices Bookstore
59 S. Liberty, Harrisonburg
432-1700, Mon.- Sat.10-5
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Vcc'i-Wace
Delivers

to

Your

Place

Haircuts $7.00
Wednesday $5.00

Chinese and Bar-B-Que Carry-Out

FREE Delivery

haircuts to college
students

with a minimum of $5.00 for On-Campus or a 50c charge
$10.00 for local or a $1.00 charge.
We deliver on JMU campus
and in town!

We take phone in orders
PHONE 434-3003,
434-4653

Monday thru Friday
9:00am to 6:00pm

1431S. Main Street
Harrisonburg, VA

434-7021

College of Fine Arts & Communication in Cooperation with
The University Program Board presents

William Windom
Emmy award winning actor who has appeared In:

Murder She Wrote, To Kill A Mockingbird, Star Trek.
and My World and Welcome To IL

AVOID THE UP-CAMPUS RUSH!
RELAX and DINE
at

in

"Thurber II"
A comical look at the
writings of James Thurber

MRS. GREENS

4^

Mfe

"A brilliant one-man show...
strange, subtle, wondrous transformation"

—Los Angeles Herald Examiner

• v; ' / / / /'fix..
Enjoy:
Saturday, Sept. 17 8:00 p.m.
Wilson Hall Auditorium

James Madison University
$4 with JMU I.D. S6 General Public
Tickets Available at the Warren Campus Center
Box Office or call JMU-7000

™ESHcS^ADS'HOT HOMEMADE BREAD,
SOUP-DU-JOUR, and MORE!
WHERE: The Shenandoah Room Chandler Hall
WHEN: Monday-Friday, 11:00am - 2:00pm
HOW:
Foodservice contract ID, Food-FromHome, or $3.50
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Colors of
confusion
You have to be adventuresome to go to
class at Anthony-Seeger these days. There
is a stop light on South Main Street near
the entrance to the building that is
creating problems by virtue of the fact that
it isn't stopping anyone.
Instead of switching from green to red,
the light regularly flashes yellow, giving
rise to all kinds of questions about the
validity of its existence.
One of the benefits of going to school in
Harrisonburg is that you avoid urban
traffic snarls. Pick-up trucks and pizza
deliveries aside, the drivers that do choose
to traverse Harrisonburg's main
thoroughfare are usually polite about it.
But students are quickly discovering that
street etiquette is dependent upon certain
rules, and that when the rules are not
enforced even the most dedicated, fearless
students may have problems getting to
class.
Given a choice, people will move across
a street when they feel like it. Given a
choice, a driver will continue to drive
expecting that pedestrians will GET OUT
OF MY @#$#%A$# WAY.
Those brilliant flashes of yellow out on
South Main are pitting student against
ever more volatile drivers encased in
Detroit and Tokyo steel who probably
would enjoy adding a student or two as
hood ornaments to their cars.
Attempts at contacting City Hall to find
out why the regular operation of the light
was altered failed. We don't think this is a
devious scheme to cut back on campus
overcrowding. But...
Until that light does what it was
designed to do, we at,Anthony-Seeger
will continue playing chicken with Mack
trucks. And it's only a matter of time
before Mack wins.
... every issue of the paper presents an
opportunity and a duty to say something
courageous and true; to rise above the
mediocre and conventional; to say something
that will command the respect of the intelligent,
the educated, the independent part of the
community...
—Joseph Pulitzer

Fraternity fights for its right of recognition
To the editor:
Healy vs. James is a 1972 Supreme Court case
which addresses the recognition of student
organizations. The court ruled that state institutions
must recognize student groups unless their function
was to disrupt the educational process and break
the law.
JMU currently has a policy regarding student
organizations which ignores this court ruling and
therefore violates the first amendment rights of the
students of at least two groups. This policy
concerns the recognition of Greek organizations
and affects Alpha Kappa Lambda and Sigma Chi.
Both fraternities are nationally chartered and have
sought recognition from the university which was
denied.
Thus, we have been unable to use campus
facilities, bulletin boards, meeting rooms, or
participate in IFC rush. In fact, we have faced a
general lack of acceptance by "on campus* Greek
organizations. We do not want to undermine the
current Greek system at JMU; rather, we want to
participate in H and, we believe, make it stronger.
Thanks to the investigation of Alpha Kappa

Lambda Vice-President Ron Goldberg, the Healy vs.
James case was discovered. Last May, we wrote
the assistant attorney general, Roscoe Roberts,
and told him of our situation. In August, Mr. Roberts
spoke to the Board of Visitors and suggested they
"revisit their policy." The Education and Student Life
Committee is currently investigating the policy and
will report to the Board of Visitors in September.
The students at JMU are often said to be
apathetic. I speak with pride of my fraternity
brothers who believe their rights are being denied by
the system and, rather than doing nothing,
challenged it.
Speaking for Alpha Kappa Lambda, we hope for
recognition as the legitimate fraternity we are. We
challenge all students to know and defend their
rights as the f ramers of the Constitution would have
willed.

Kevin E. Lammers
president
Alpha Kappa Lambda

Dorms desperately need new mattresses
To the editor:
Is it possible for anything positive to come out of
the over-enrollment situation? Increased enrollment
equals an increase in university funds. What to do
with the extra money? Maybe the university should
just stuff the money into mattresses. Mattresses —
that's HI
I live in White Hall, which was built in 1972. and by
the condition of the mattresses (if these floppy
things can be called mattresses), it would be safe to
say that the university has not purchased anymore
since then.
Sleeping on a mattress laden with 15-year-old
vomit is no pleasant experience. Perhaps tba

administration does not consider new mattresses a
worthy investment. The administration fails to
realize that they are dealing with future alumni who
will be donating money to their alma mater.
Without new mattresses, these future alumni will
be paying a chiropractor for treatment of
mattress-induced back problems rather than
donating to JMU. Perhaps the university will get
plenty of publicity when the resulting back ailment is
referred to as lumbar James Madisonus.
Meghan J. OTJonnell
sophomore
marketing/advertising
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All Comm majors interested in joining the best
professional fraternity on campus, and those brothers
interested in continuing the tradition...

ID

TAKE CARE
OF TOUR
LUNGSL
THEY'RE
ONLY
HUMAN.

Sigma Delta Chi
The Society of Professional Journalists

5 p.m. Room 12 Thursday
Anthony-Seeger Hall
I

This fraternity is interested in promoting professional journalism
at the college level. Students planning to-enter the field of
journalism are encouraged to attend and join. Initiation schedules
will be discussed at the meeting. If you are unable to attend, please
(contact the president, Diane Benevides at x6730. Feel free to call
this number for more information. This group includes women and
men, and freshmen are welcome.

(Don't Let "Your
'Business Become
Ancient ma.^m?{istory...

V
#;

u»

AMERICAN
LL'M I
ASSOCIATION
.......

Students
10% OFF
Purchase with JMUIJ).

- Free Gift Wrapping — Shipping— "

^Near/lbouts
k

^a*>* on 'or C ' idfor A

Infant to 6X-7
Dukes Plaza
Harrisonburg

433-7377

WELCOME BACK
STUDENTS!
We have employment opportunities
available now!
If you're interested in any of the
following areas:
• RADIO
• MARKETING
• TELEVISION
• FUNDRAISING
• HUMANITARIAN • REPUBLICAN
ORGANIZATIONS PARTY
We offer part-time and full-time positions. We also have flexible hours.

1€.1

M)(VTm$IS(L I9i
TOMfE <B<%ELZ'E
568-6596

Ask about our tuition bonus program
beginning September 1st.
limited positions available!

Call personnel office at
703-434-2311
E.O.E.
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Dan Quayle didn't
want to be a hero

Welcome
BacKcash
JMU'Sak
Sept. I -IS"
& carry

^HOUSEPLANTS
20-50% OFF
BEST

SELECTION

IN

Afttft

FULL 5LRVICL FLOWER SHOP
CORSAGES, BOOTONNIER.ES, CUT

Vv*»
J>'«*'

v=>-

FLOWPSS

GAZEBO
*/

RAINBOW^.
* BULK NATURAL FOODS FOOlJ C01T)|K1I)Y
Natural Foods
" FRUIT & NUT MIXES

* NATURAL SNACKS

WELCOME BACK
JMU STUDENTS

* HERBS-TEAS-SPICES

1410 VIRGINIA AVE.

434-6078

Mon. - Fri. 10-6,
Sat. 10-5

To the editor:
I would like to make a few comments
on the military service of Senator Dan
Quayle. Dan Quayle is certainly not a
war hero like George Bush. Bob Dole or
Lloyd Bentsen; however, he does not
claim to be one. All that can be said of
Dan Quayle is that his life was shaped
by a very different decade and a very
different war. Vice President Bush and
Senators Dole and Bentsen came of
age in the midst of one of the greatest
patriotic endeavors this nation has ever
faced: World War II. After the bombing
of Pearl Harbor and the declaration of
war by the other Axis powers, there
could be no moral ambiguity to that war.
Americans at every end of the political
spectrum enthusiastically supported
the war effort; and Americans could rest
assured that President Roosevelt was
prepared to do whatever it would take to
win that war. America and her allies did
everything in their power to assure that
the free world remained free and that
the Third Reich became nothing more
than an ugly chapter in the history
books. It was only natural that a young
man of that generation would have been
willing to fight for such a worthy cause.
Vietnam, by contrast, was a war that
most Americans realized was a dire
mistake. We entered the war in 1965
under the administration of a liberal

Democratic president. In those days,
the Defense Department was in the
hands of a small group of "whiz kids"
who believed that they could maintain
the security of the Republic according
to theories taught at Harvard Business
School. The "whiz kids," such as
Defense Secretary Robert McNamara,
decided that the best kind of war is a
"limited" war — that is, a war fought
without all those ugly tactics you need
to use if you actually want to win the
war. Needless to say, the Viet Cong
were not fighting a "limited" war; they
were going for the jugular! The "whiz
kids," in essence, played games with
the lives of tens of thousands of
American fighting men.
There was no enthusiasm about that
war. By 1969 it was clear that the war
could not be won, that Americans were
dying in vain, and that the war needed
to come to an end. Conservatives
supported the war out of a patriotic
obligation, but without any real
enthusiasm. Is it surprising that, under
circumstances like that, Dan Quayle
and many other young men like him
decided they didn't need to be heroes7!

Chuck Brotton
sophomore
philosophy

NEW AND IMPROVED!
THE STUDENT ALTERNATIVE
for USED TEXTBOOKS
ANDERSON BROTHERS
BOOK STORES INC.O
conveniently located at 1820 South Main Street
(Rt. 11 South)

434-3600

WE ARE YOUR FULL SERVICE BOOKSTORE

PROFESSIONAL SALON PRODUCTS

WELCOME BACK
STUDENTS
Hair Styles for Life Styles
624 Hawkins St. 434-1617
Harrisonburg, VA 22801

IMPRINTED
SPORTSWEAR

WE BUY TEXTBOOKS
EVERY HOUR WE
ARE OPEN

Car shades $4.95
hiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMii""""'""*1*11111111111111111111111
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Delivers To Your Place.
Chinese and Bar-B-Que Carry-Out
We Take Phone In Orders
PHONE 434-3003, 434-4653

We Deliver on JMU Campus
And In Town!
SOUP
Sm
1 05
i 05
I 05
i 05
1 05

Wonlon Soup
Clin-k.-n Rico Soup
Chicken Noodle Soup .. ".
Chicken Egg Drop Soup
Vegetable Soup
Hot and Sour Soup
SuDgum Wonlon Soup (lor two)
Bean Cake Soup
APPETIZERS
Vietnamese Egg Roll
Shrimp Toast
Egg Rolls (2)
Fried Wonlon
Fantail Shrimp
Sliced Roast Pork
Fried Chicken Wing Tempura
Fried Dumpling

Lg.
1 95
195
1 95
1 95
1 95
3.45
3.45
345

95
2.45
1 80
2 45
4 95
2 85
2 95
3 50

FRIED RICE
Sm.
2 65
2.85
2.65
2.85
3.65
2.45
3.85
2.75

Roast Fork Fried Rice
Fresh Shrimp Fried Rice
Chicken Fried Rice ...'
Beet Fried Rice
Young Chow Fried Rice
Vegetable Fried Rice
Lobster Fried Rice
Ham Fried Rice

Lg.
4 90
5.20
4.90
5 20
6 20
4 25
6 20
5.20

Chicken Chow Mein
Pork Chow Mein
Vegetable Chow Mem
Beet Chow Mem
Fresh Shnmp Chow Mem
SuDgum Chicken Chow Mem
SuDgum Shrimp Chow Mem
LoDster Chow Mem

Sm.
2.65
2.65
255
2.95
3 05
3 05
3 35
3 70

Lg.
4 95
4.95
4 85
5 35
5 45
5 45
6 15
6 95

Sm.

Lg.

CHOP SUEV
(with rice)
Vegetable Chop Suey
Chicken Chop Suey
Fresh Shrimp i,nop Suey
Bee' Chop Suey
Roast P. '« Chop Sue>
lobste' Chop Sue.

2
2
3
2
2
3

85
95
25
95
95
70

5
5
5
5
5
6

15
50
85
50
55
95

EGG FOO YOUNG
(with rice)
Vegetable 4 Mushroom Egg Foo Young
Roast Poi* Egg Foo Young
Chicken i jg < oo Young
Shnmp Egg Foo Young
Lobster fqj Foo Young
Beet Egci Foe Young

Per Portion
4 50
4 65
, 4 65
4 95
6 05
4 90

PORK
(with rice)
Sm.
P.rk with Bean Sprouts
3 00
Purk w;tii Chinese Vegetables ... 3 25
Poik wiih Mushrooms
3>65
Pom with Snow Peas
3 75
Po'« w.tr Almond Ding
3 35
Po'k with Broccoli
Order
w Garlic Sauce

Lg.
5 85
6 25
5 95
7 25
6 35
6 55
6 55

CHICKEN
(with rice)
Almono Cn.ckon Dmg
Moo Goo f»i Pan
Fried Boneless Lii ic«e-i
Curried Chicnon
Chicken »i'h Broccoli
Lemon ChlCk-m

CHEFS SUGGESTIONS

BEEF
(with rice)
Sm.
Beof with Tuin.ilo mid Poppor
3 10
Beet with Chinese Vegetables
3 10
Beet with Chinese Mushrooms
3 90
Beet with Black Bean Sauce
3.40
Beet with BeJ I Sprouts
3 10
Beet with Onion
'.
3 05
Green Pepper Steak
3 10
Curried Beet
3 10
Beet with Broccoli...:
Per Portion
Beet w/Snow Pea Pods
LO MEIN
(Soil Noodles)
Roast Pork Lo Mem
Beet Lo Mem
Chicken I o Mein
Shrimp Lo Mem
Lobster Lo Mem
Cantonese Chow Mein

Per Portion
4.55
4 95
4.55
4.95
«a«;

COMBINATION PLATTERS
Include. Egg Roll and Fried Rice
Please Order by Number

(with rice)
Sweet and Sour Pork
Sweet and Sour Chicken
Sweet and Sour Shrimp

Per Portion
5.15
5.15
5.75

Per Portion
5 35
5 45
5 85
.5 25
6 95
5 35

Per Portion
Shrimp with Lobster Sauce
5 95
Shrimp with Chinese Vegetables
5.95
Shrimp with Bean Sprouts
5 75
Shrimp with Pepper ft Tomatoes
5 95
Shrimp with Mushrooms
5 95
Shrimp with Snow Pea Pods. Bamboo Shoots
4 Waterchestnuts
5 95
Curried Shrimp
5 85
Butterlly Shrimp
5 95
Almond Shrimp Oing
595
Almond Lobster Ding
•
6 75
Lobster Cantonese
Flexible in price
Shrimp with Broccoli
7 95

12 noon to 11 p m
4 p.m to 11 p.m
12 noon lo 12 p m
12 noon ID 10 p m

I.
2
3
4.
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Chicken Chow Mein
Shrimp Chow Mem
Subgum Chicken Chow Mein
Pepper Steak
Beel with Chinese Vegetables
Bar B-Que Spare Ribs
Shrimp with Lobster Sauce
Moo Goo Gai Pan
Pork Egg Foo Young
Sweet and Sour Pork
Beel Chop Suey

4.25
4 45
4.45
4.45
4.45
5 35
5 75
5.45
4.25
5.45
4.45

VEES FRIED CHICKEN
2
3
4
6
9
12
15

Piece
Piece
piece
Piece
Piece
Piece
Piece

1 95
2 85
3 80
5 65
7 85
995
1250

„

BBQ PORK RIB PLATTERS
Halt Rack (t Salad Item)
Full Hack (2 Salad Items)

VEGETABLES
(with rice)
Sauteed Mined Chinese Vegetables
Sauteed Snow Peas and Broccoli
Mixed Mushru-.ms and Snow Peas
"Bean Curd Szechuan Style
Curried Bean Curd

Per Portion
7 95
'45
6 55
7 45
7 45
7 25
7 25
6 95
7 95
6 95
6 95
7 45
:...'.... 6 95
7 45
6 95
6 95
7.95
6 95
.a».. 7.4S
7 ?«

House Special Steak
LoDster Gai Kew ...»
Chow Gai Kew
Chow Steak Kew
Pineapple Lichee Duck
LoDster Yook Soong
Wor Shu Duck
Chow Ming Young
Subgum Wor Pa
Chow Foon Shee
House Special Chow Mein
Butterfly Fillet
Sai Woo'Gai
Fung Wong Gai
Bean Curd. Family Style
Moo Shu-Pork. Chicken or Beel
Mandarin Triple Crown
Chow Sam See
Pan Steak
Twice Cook Pork

SWEET ft SOUR

Per Portion
4 95
4 95
5 95
4 95
4 95

HOUSE SPECIALTIES
SZECHUAN ft HUNAN DISHES
CHol * Spicy) (with rice)
Per Portion
"Kung Po Gai Dmg ichickeni
6 95
•Mot & Spicy Shredded Beel
6 95
'Hunan Shrimp
7 05
•Hunan Beet
6 96
'Hunan Pork
g 95
Chicken with Cashew Nuts
7 15
Shrimp with Cashew Nuts ...
.
7 55
Pork with Scallions
695
Shredded Beet with Scallions
6 95
Subgum Wonlon
7 95
Four Seasons
7 65
'Szechuan Shrimp
795
"Kung Pao Shrimp
- . 7 35
*Yu Shiang Snrtmp (with garlic sauce)
. 7 95
Seafood King
8 75
Double Treat
745
Crispy Boast Duck .
[whniei - 16 00 Jhalf> - 8 00
"Crispy Chicken
- 25
'Crispy See'
745
'Hunan Scallop
8 50
'Scallop w Gar'ir Sauce
8 50
Genera; Tso s Chicken
735
KmgdOT Po'k Chop
7 ?■;

HOURS
Monday-Thursday
Wednesday
Friday-Saturday
Sunday

Lg.
5.95
5.95
7 50
6 50
5 95
5 95
5 95
5 95
6 85
6 95

. SEAFOOD
(with rice)

CHOW MEIN
(w. net ft noodles)

Roast
Hoas:
Roast
Roast
Roa>i
Roast
"Oork

American Food
With An
Oriental Touch

B90 CANTRELL AVENUE
HAHRISONBURG. VIRGINIA 22801

545
10 25

SALAD ITEMS
Coleslaw - Potato Salad - Macaroni Saiad
A LA CARTE
Full Rack - Pork Ribs
Hail Rack - Pork Ribs

9 35
4 75

SANDWICHES
Sliced Roast Pork
Ham
,
Turkey
Egg Sandwich
w Ham
B B O Beel or Pork .
I B O Beel or Pork

1
1
1
1
I
1
5

per

ID

75
45
35
15
75
75
25

SUBS
Roasl Pork
BBO Bee!
BBQ Pork

2 65
2 65
2 65
SIDE ORDERS

French Fries'
Macanim Salad
Potato Salad
Cole Slaw

Sm.
39
39

Lg.
1 65
,55

89

165

Md
55

Lg
65

BEVERAGES
Iced Tea
So't D'.nns
Coca Cu.a D.et Coke Mr
it cz bottle

#L

55
P,DO

Sprite.
85

'
95
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Campaign issues choking on Republican pap
"next to of course god america i
love you land of the pilgrims' and so forth oh
say can you see by the dawn's early my
country 'tis of centuries come and go
and are no more what of it we should worry
in every language even deafanddumb
thy sons acclaim your glorious name by gorry
by jingo by gee by gosh by gum....
He spoke. And drank rapidly a glass of water
e.e. cummings, 1926

Bush's dramatic post-convention leap in the polls
attests to the fact that, more than ever, Americans
are willing to lap up the drivel the Republican
platform has dished out thus far. When the vice
president ended a perfecUy innocuous speech in New
Orleans with the Pledge of Allegiance, it was not
only an affirmation of his particular brand of
national pride, but a coy attack on Dukakis.
The Massachusetts governor previously had
upheld a Supreme Court decision against mandatory
oath-taking, by which teachers in his state were no
longer required to begin class with the Pledge.

"Peace and prosperity" versus "Good jobs at good
wages."
So far, this is what the American palate has been
given to distinguish between the candidacies of Vice
President George Bush and Massachusetts Gov.
Michael Dukakis, respectively. The banality of this
presidential campaign has not, however, been due to
a lack of important issues, but because of the
preponderance of a true anti-issue — the
re-emergence of the Republican penchant for
"patriotism."
The keynote speech at the Republican convention
in New Orleans underscored what has become Bush's
primary focus of attack. When Gov. Kean of New
Jersey berated the Democrats for enlivening the
colors of the flag at their earlier Atlanta convention,
he made it known that "this country is not ready for
pastel patriotism." Apparently, this country also is
not ready to relinquish the nipple of patriotic pap it
has been force-fed for eight years.

WATCHING THE
WHEELS
Rob Morano
And when the controversy surrounding the choice
of Dan Quaylc as his running-mate erupted with, of
all things, the junior senator's National Guard duty,
Bush and his team turned the dangerous but
irrelevant question into one of Sen. Quayle's "pride"
in serving his country. Later the Republican
campaign staff leveled the ridiculously false charge
that Kitty Dukakis had burned the American flag in
a '60s anti-war protest. However untrue, Mrs.
Dukakis did oppose the Vietnam war — a liberal
position and, therefore, unpatriotic, they concluded.

What it all boils down to, or what is left when the
cream and slush of Bushspeak is boiled away, is
this: I, George Bush, am qualified to be president
because I am patriotic. And I am more patriotic than
he.
Without even thinking to question publicly and
expose the similarities between Bush's "patriotism"
and American fascism, the Democrats are sinking
slowly (in what amounts to a vat of baby food) by
trying to profer their own brand of patriotic pap. It
isn't selling.
The first signs were apparent at their convention
in Atlanta, where the Dukakis staff tried
test-sampling themes of family, God and country.
The whole affair left a queerly familiar taste; in fact,
the slickly down production was downright
Republican in both form and content.
Dukakis has been on the defensive since. He's
turned to a more populist-oriented message, and he's
labeled his fiscal policy "economic patriotism." His
dietary staple, "Good jobs at good wages," is now
apple-pie frosted with "in the good old U.S.A."
If the Democrats keep this up, they're going to
lose, and lose big, in November. They simply
cannot compete on this level with a party that has
been selling a "TASTES GREAT! LESS
FILLING!" message since Nixon. With all that rides
on this election, the Democrats cannot afford to take
the same approach as the Republicans in
speaking-out to America their hopes and plans.
But sometimes it's impossible to talk to an infant
without reverting to baby-talk.

Marketing Students/Seniors

ACME VIDEO

Would you like to work with one of
the leading ad agencies in the
country:
Earle Palmer Brown,
Chiat-Day,
McDantz Direct?
E.O.E.

1 Year Membership

FREE
in the areas LARGEST VIDEO SUPER
STORE OVER 7,000 Movies in stock.

Call Personnel Manager at 703-434-2311

RENT FOR ONLY
$2.00 1st day
$1.00 each added day
Your Preferred Video Store!

ACME
VIDEO
CLUB

Open Mon.-Sat. 9-9
1630 East Market
Harrisonburg, Va.
22801
Phone 433-9181
Next to
Wendy's

r.«i*

1544 East Market Street

432-7234

Day Pack/Bookbags

with lifetime warranty
/jf\ /jj\ with this ad
Eff
LARGE SELECTION
^8 J u
to choose from
Expires September 30,1988

!
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Staff graphic by STEPHEN ROUNTREE

Jazz in the Park
For Staunton's outdoor concert series, the best is yet to come
By David Noon
staff writer

"Jazz in the Park," this summer's dynamic open-air
music series featured at Staunton's Gypsy Hill, hasn't
exactly found itself basking in publicity reminiscent
of Woodstock, but as the 12-week slate reaches its
finale Thursday night, attendance figures show that
thousands have at least turned on and tuned in.
The string of concerts, during which regional jazz
ensembles have played to enthusiastic crowds of
300-600 people, is the brainchild of three Staunton
residents — Lisa Carlson, Lew Morrison and Phillip
Nolley.
Nolley, a jazz musician himself, came up with the
idea for a four-concert series in May and contacted
Morrison for a list of possible headliners. The two
previously had initiated similar projects, so once the
opening acquaintances had been made, the plans
began to grow and mold into their current format.
Carlson, who works with Morrison at their
Staunton stained-glass shop, also had been involved
with music festival promotion and further enabled the
trio to kick their plans into action.
Through mutual interests and diverse talents, the
three alerted the public to the concert scries. Carlson,
who worked mainly on news releases and the
concessions orders, says the responsibilities divided
themselves fairly equally among the three.
"Everyone was able to contribute in a specific
area," she says. "For example, Lew designed the
paintings for the posters... the end result turned out
very solid.
"In addition, the fact that we all hold common
musical interests allowed it all to come together. The
series was mainly a combination of art and music."
Indeed, the group effort turned out to be, quite

logically, a fusion of both visible and audible forms
of expression. Morrison's partnership with Carlson
involves his talents as a sign artist, so he took over
the visual promotion duties. While the other two
dealt with matters such as renting equipment and
scheduling bands, Morrison found himself designing
T-shirts and posters to be sold at the shows. He stresses that there is more to a concert man
simply going and listening to the music.
"The entertainment is only the beginning," he says.
"The purpose of these concerts is to entertain, as well
as educate."
Carlson agrees, adding that certain problems can
arise because jazz is not embraced widely, and
therefore enigmatic, in certain areas.
"What we wanted was to get more people to listen
to jazz," she says. "However, we also wanted for
them to know a little something about this form of
music. The bands which played didn't just play their
music — they'd tell about the song, who wrote it if

Ibis is going to be the
main event. The other
groups have been good,
but Visions is the creme
de la creme of the entire
series."
— Lisa Carlson

it wasn't an original, what stage in jazz history it
came from, and so forth.
"Still, though, the best way to learn about jazz is
by hearing it."
And hear it they did. The concerts began June 30
with Stonewall Jazz Brigade playing to a crowd of
about 300, which the trio considers a good turnout
considering the abundance of festivities for the
upcoming July 4 weekend. As the weeks progressed
and the shows continued, the success of the event
became measured by the steady attendance figures.
Bands such as Bellzona Bluzz Revue, Glasshouse
Jazz Sextet (of which Nolley is a member) and Dress
Rehearsal, which featured Morrison on acoustic bass,
consistently drew large crowds.
But what may be the most anticipated performance
will serve as the series' grand finale Thursday night
when the nationally known jazz fusion group Visions
takes the stage. The quintet features JMU's own
assistant professor of music John Gunnar Mossblad
on tenor and soprano sax.
In addition to Mossblad, the group is composed of
John D'earth on trumpet and flugelhorn, Robert Jospe
on percussion, Tim Reynolds on bass and Butch
Taylor on keyboards. For Thursday's show, Tom
Jennings, a Richmond-based freelance musician, will
fill in for Taylor.
All members can boast their own private
credentials, appearing separately with such jazz
masters as Doc Severinsen, Tommy Newsom, Buddy
Rich and Mel Torme.
In 1985, the quintet recorded an album that later
was picked up on lease by the Stockholm-based Four
See JAZZ page 13>
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Leaf Clover Records. Swedish press called the album
"refreshing, message-oriented jazz," as well as
"forceful, outward-directed, close-to-earth type of
music."
Nolley, Morrison and Carlson particularly are
enthusiastic about the Visions performance, not only
because of its national appeal, but because their
performances seem to generate overwhelming fan
responses.
"This is going to be the main event," Carlson says.
"The other groups have been good, but Visions is the
creme de la creme of the entire series."
Although the show will close out the summer
series, it won't mark the end of the collaboration that
gave birth to "Jazz in the Park." Plans are already in
the hat for a possible winter series to be held in a
local restaurant, but nothing definite yet has been
declared
"We definitely want to continue something like
this," Morrison says. This summer has shown that
there is a great need for this type of music, and
people have shown that they want to hear it."

Visions will give the last performance in the "Jazz in the Park" summer series.
Directions to Gypsy Hill Park: Take 1-81 South to
the Staunton and Waynesboro exit, get on 250 West,
drive about two miles to the end of the road and take
a right. Get in the left lane and take a left at the light.
Go one block and take a right onto New Street. At
the bottom of the hill, New Street crosses Augusta

JMU art galleries kick off season
September marks the beginning of
the JMU Art Department's 1988-1989
art exhibition year. In September, the
Sawhill, New Image, Artworks and
Other galleries will feature eight
diverse shows.
Duke Fine Arts' Sawhill Gallery now
is featuring "David Douglas Duncan:
Vietnam, 1967-1968," a collection of
photographs taken while Duncan served
as a combat photographer for the U.S.
Marines in Vietnam.
The exhibition, which is on loan
through courtesy of the U.S. Marine
Corps Museum Art Collection, will
end Sept 9.
Beginning Sept. 12, the Sawhill
Gallery will exhibit "From Konya to
Kashgar: The Nomadic Environment
and Textile Art," which features 19th
century crafts from Turkey, Persia, the
Caucasus, Afghan Turkomans and the
Chinese Kirgiz.
The exhibit, which will end Sept 27,
will feature a fully furnished Kashak
marriage yurt, a tent-like living
environment from Kashgar in western
China.
Zirkle House's New Image Gallery,
from Sept. 5-22, will feature "Street
Scenes," an exhibit of super-large
photos
by nationally-known
photographer Doug Busch.
On Sept. 26, the New Image Gallery
will begin Chuck Swedlund's "Cave
Series" exhibit, which features 16x20"
enlargements shot at night using only
strobe lights. The exhibit will end Oct.
14.

The Artworks Gallery, also located in
Zirkle House, will feature student work
during September.
From Sept. 5-17, the gallery will
exhibit the paintings and artwork of
John Bell, a JMU graduate student An
opening reception will be held Sept. 5
at 7 p.m.
The gallery will feature the prints of
Lara Tomlin and the prints, ceramics
and sculpture of Benjamin Sproul from
Sept. 19 to Oct. 1. An opening
reception will honor the undergraduates
Sept. 19 at 7 p.m.
4

The Other Gallery, located in Zirkle
House, also Will feature student artwork
during September.
Beginning Sept. 5, undergraduate art
student Anne Wine will display her
paper constructions. An opening
reception will kick off the exhibit on
Sept. 5 at 7 p.m\, and the exhibit will
close on Sept. 17.
Undergraduate art student Kathy
Cluverius will display her drawings,
prints and handmade paper pieces from
Sept. 19 to Oct. 1. An opening
reception will be held for the exhibit.
Sept 19 at 7 p.m.

Poetry contest offers
$1,000 in cash prizes
The Second Annual Southern Classic
Poetry Contest is offering $500, $250,
$100 and three $50 cash prizes to
amateur and professional poets.

Avenue and becomes Churchville Avenue (250
West). Follow this road through two lights to the
park entrance. Inside the park, follow the one-way
road around the park to the gazebo.
The performance is free and starts at 8 p.m. Taking
a blanket or lawnchair is recommended.

Poets may enter one poem, 20 lines
or less, on any subject, in any style.
Poem and poet's name and address must
be typed on one side of a sheet of
typing paper.
Mail entries to: Southern Classic
Poetry Contest, Great Lakes Poetry
Press, P.O. Box 56703, Harwood
Heights, IL 60656.
Every entrant will receive a free
subscription to Poetics, the newsletter
of Great Lakes Poetry Press, and every
poem will be considered for publication
in the 1989 American Anthology of
Southern Poetry.
The contest ends October 15, and
judges will notify winners by January
1, 1989. There is no entry fee for the
contest.

Tollies '88' revue
offers chance to
showcase talent,
help fight cancer
Want to showcase your talent and
simultaneously help the fight against
cancer?
The Rockingham Memorial Hospital
Auxiliary is now holding a "Talent
Round-Up" for their musical revue,
"Follies "88," which benefits the
hospitals new Cancer Treatment Center.
The auxiliary needs help on-stage,
back-stage and off-stage. Sign-up is
being held Monday evening, Sept. 19 at
the Harrisonburg Holiday Inn.
"Follies '88" will be held October 7
and 8.

Valley Day to feature
area arts and crafts
JMU's ninth-annual Valley Day,
which will take place Saturday, Sept.
10, will feature the work of 70 local
artists and craftsmen.
Beginning at 9 a.m., the Godwin Hall
field will host a large display of Valley
arts and crafts. Exhibitors will have
examples of their work for sale.
Additional features include a
Tri-County Automobile Club antique
car display, clogging by the Spring
Hollow Cloggers and music by Blue
Mountain Sunrise. Area businesses and
industries also will have exhibits.
Admission to the arts and crafts show
is free. In case of rain, the show will
move inside to the Godwin Hall gym.

J

Now Available at Kinko's
Send copies across the
country instantly

kinkes

cut mm era*

1010 S. Main Street

433-9287
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'Options' run Navy past Dukes
By Dean Hybl
staff writer

•-*

•

ANNAPOLIS, Md. — Entering
Saturday's game against Navy, JMU
football coach Joe Purzycki wanted to
prove that the Dukes not only could
compete with Division 1-A teams, but
win.
Although the Dukes fell short of this
goal in its 27.-14 loss to the
Midshipmen, the team proved it was far
from being overmatched.
"We came into this game with every
intention of winning and felt great
about our chances," Purzycki said.
"They [Navy] are a much improved
team and I think you'll see them win
more than the two games they won last
year.
"We're young and it showed,"
Purzycki said. "We had a lot of
youthful mistakes, but this team is
only going to get better. Our goal is to
regroup move on."
In front of a crowd of 21,318,
including the 4,500 Midshipmen, Navy
began the game determined to end an
eight game home losing streak. Senior
Luther Archer returned the opening
kickoff 51 yards and might have scored
except for the open field tackle of JMU
kicker Tim Garritty, who was injured
on the play.
However, the Midshipmen were
unable to put the ball in the endzone
and were forced to try a field goal. Ted

n

Fundoukos, who had been successful on
11 consecutive field goals last season,
missed the 41 yarder.
After an exchange of punts, two carries
by Greg Medley gave JMU the ball at
the Navy 45 yard line. Then Dukes'
quaterback Roger Waters found tight
end Walt Frye for the score. The
45-yard touchdown and the conversion
by Garritty, who had re-entered the
game, gave JMU a 7-0 lead.
Navy coach Elliot Uzelac waited until
right before the game to reveal that
sophomore Alton Grizzard would be his
starting quarterback in the team's
wishbone offense. Grizzard soon
showed why as he led the Middies on a
6 play, 67 yard touchdown drive late in
the first quarter. The march was
highlighted by a 43 yard option run by
the fleet-footed Grizzard.
"They were running what is called a
loaded option, where they block
everyone on the flank including the
man who has the quarterback^ Purzycki
said. "We tried to slow it as best we
could until help got there, but Grizzard
was doing a great job of open field
running and he was able to find the
creases upfield."
JMU responded quickly as the Dukes
moved the ball down the field with the
drive culminating with another
touchdown pass from Waters to Frye.
The series was highlighted by the
See FOOTBALL page 17 >

Staff photo by MARK MANOUKIAN
Greg Medley was a standout in the Duke's 27-14 loss.

JMU overcomes atmosphere, but not Middies
By John R. Craig
staff writer

ANNAPOLIS, Md. — Navy's
football poster this year doesn't depict a
gridiron great of the past or present.
Instead it shows the 36 companies of
the United States Naval Academy lining
the field topped with the heading, "4500
— The Team". Intimidating?
Just watching the parade of battalions
is enough to make one think twice
about playing at the Navy-Marine
Corps Memorial Stadium. The same
stadium the Hcisman trophy winners
Joseph Bcllino (1960) and Roger
Staubach (1963) called home was the
site for Saturday's JMU-Midshipmen
game, the first football meeting
between the schools
At various points during the game,
Navy would even attempt to "borrow"
JMU's cheerleaders and guard. But
thanks to some tuba players, a few
Middies went back to their seals with
hat in hand.

Despite the antics, the question all
week had been how the Division 1-AA
JMU matchup with Division 1-A
Navy. Head coach Joe Purzycki said
early last week the Dukes were so
young they ought to be playing against
the Plcbe team. He also said playing
Navy was a chance to give JMU
credibility since Navy is nationally
known.
Purzycki knew what his team was up
against and even had starting comerback
Mark Keifer, who transferred from
Navy, come in and brief him on what
to expect at Annapolis.
Navy coach Elliot Uzelac also briefed
his team before the meeting.
"I told the team Friday ... if you
lose this game, it's because James
Madison is fiat better than you because
mentally you're ready to play,
physically you're ready to play and I
know you're going to give a great
effort.'
Everyone will remember the cannon

that went off even before the score was
registered. It made the crowd not only
check to sec if the they still had all
their teeth, but it also added to the
electric atmoshphere that surrounds a
Navy game. Not to mention that it was
opening day and parent's day with more
than 4,000 midshippmen spelling out,
"HI MOM", then, "HI DAD", on the
north side of the field.
With all these factors coming into
effect, the Dukes still came out and
laughed at the mention of intimidation.
With 8:07 remaining in the first
quarter, JMU began a scoring drive at
its own 39 yard line. It took just over
one minute for JMU to put points on
the board first. A 45-yard scoring strike
from Roger Waters to Walt Frye made
it look like the Dukes were anything
but shaken.
"I thought they handled [the
atmosphere| well," Purzycki said. "If
you look at the complexion of the

game, we're the ones that took the
initiative early. We're the ones to jump
out to the lead.
"If it was intimidation, I think it
would have started much earlier than it
did," Purzycki said. "I think as the
game went on, Navy came on a little
bit and made some big plays. I think
we handled the "away factor" pretty
well."
Navy came back to tie the game at
7-7 before JMU answered back as if to
say the sea of white-uniformed Middies
were invisible.
After that early scoring, however,
there was not much offense for the
Dukes as the Naval defense shut them
out in the second half, 10-0.
"I was very pleased with (he defense
in that they gave up a little bit early,
and then that was it, they shut them
down," Uzelac said. "I think they had
some passes available to them. Their
receivers dropped it and I guess you
could say we were kind of lucky there."

■
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pukes' defense paces attack in 2-0 win
By Matt Wasniewski
staff writer

The JMU men's soccer team worked
on more than the fundamentals of
soccer over the summer and took the
old expression about the best offense
being a strong defense to heart.
Saturday, against West Virginia it put
it to practice, shutting out the
Mountaineers 2-0.
JMU quickly gained the advantage on
Rick Engelfried's goal at 4:53 into the
first half. Engelfried, on a pass from
sweeper Trevor Hcrshey, beat his
defender up the left side of the field and
blasted a shot from 20 yards into the
right comer of the goal for a 1-0 lead.
For Engelfried, it was his fourth goal in
two games, one more than he scored all
of last season.
JMU's other goal came late in the
game. With 4:23 remaining to play,
Jim Zepp fired up a netter off a re-start.
When the ball was brought back into
play 20 yards in front of the
Mountaineer goal, Craig Baur took a
shot that bounced off the chest of West
Virginia goalie Mark Bachteler. The
ball landed at Zepp's feet five yards in
front of the goal. Zepp knocked it in for
his first score of the season.
Heading into the start of the 1988
season, JMU men's soccer coach Tom
Martin was a bit apprehensive as to
how his team would perform. A string
of injuries over the summer and the
fresh memories of last season's scoring
drought were a major cause of concern.
Thursday's season opener against

Staff photo by LAWRENCE JACKSON
JMU's Trevor Hershey [left] and Steve Gill surround the West Virginia forward in their 2-0 win.

Shenandoah saw a drastic offensive
improvement in the form of a 7-3
overtime victory. Then Saturday, the
defense finally came around.
"It was a big game for us," Martin
said. "We wanted a fast start and you
couldn't have asked for anything better.
We pressured the ball, and we got a
goal on a real good counter attack."

Thus far, the Dukes have scored three
goals this season on re-starts, a vast
change when they failed to score once
off a re-start last season.
"We took a quick re-start, the keeper
didn't handle it, and Zepp was right
there to knock it in," Martin said.
"There is no such thing as a garbage
goal."

time. It wasn't anything they did
creatively to hurt us. We just lapsed
mentally three times and they crucified
us."
West Virginia managed only two
shots on goal in the first half and failed
to raise any serious threats throughout
the game. The Mountaineers wound up
with a scant six total shots on goal.
"I thought we played better
The Dukes were looking to improve collectively in defending," Martin said.
their mental game — and did so.
"We had no real problems with long
"We did much better on free kicks throw-ins. No corner kicks gave us
tonight and wc were dangerous on a problems. Our goalie dominated the
couple of long throw-ins," Martin said. area pretty well."
"Just things that we've been spending
so much time on. It's not physical, it's
mental. You have to know where to be
in certain situations.Tonight it started
to come off. The kids did some of the
things we wanted them to do."
As far as any problems with scoring
this season, Martin is optimistic, yet
cautious.

Staff photo by LAWRENCE JACKSON
Jim Zepp [left] shows he can defend as well as score.

"I think everybody in America is in a
scoring drought now, except for UVa,"
Martin said. "Our best recruit was a
forward, but he didn't get in at the last
minute. He was a definite scorer, and
that obviously hurt us. But you've got
to give our young kids credit. We've
got a lot of confidence in them."
Coming into Saturday's game
though, Martin was more concerned
with his defense.
"At Shenandoah wc didn't defend well
as a team," Martin said. "We made poor
decisions and they burned us every

According to Martin, the key to
defending successfully is to clear the
ball up field as quickly as possible and
pursue a counter attack.
"What I really think made the
difference tonight, was we caught them
first on the counter attack," Martin,
said. "We won the ball and slipped it to
Engelfried real quick, and that kind of
look their counter attacking out of the
game."
JMU goalie Chris North played the
entire game, making two saves and
recorded his first shut out of the season.
The bulk of the work fell upon the
Dukes' backfield, who held the
Mountaineers' Morgan Wayne and
Thierno Niang at bay.
West Virginia's most serious
offensive threat caifie in the first half on
a comer kick. The ball was bounced
around in front of the goal and Niang
See SOCCER page 16 >-
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Dukes adjust to off-season changes
By Stephanie Swaim
assistant sports editor

r-

The only constant for the JMU
women's volleyball team seems to be
change.
After finishing the 1987 season with
a 35-7 record, the Dukes return to
action at Virginia Commonwealth
University Wednesday without two key
components from a year ago.
Head coach Lynn Davidson, who
recorded her 100th career victory when
JMU won the Eastern Collegiate
Athletic Conference Championships, is
gone after accepting the head coaching
job at Ohio University. Star setter
Cathy Cole, who was named the ECAC

tournament most valuable player, has on the court."
This is the seniors' third new coach in
since transferred to Hofstra University
four years. But, they seem to be happy
and will sit out a. year before taking to
with their newest member.
the court. Both have been replaced by
"I think we got a good thing in
newcomers to the JMU system.
coach," captain Dina Thomas said.
Catherine Milligan is the new head "She's a great motivator and she's very
coach, coming here from her assistant personal with the kids. Her number one
coaching position at Wright State concern is academics. I think the
University in Dayton, Ohio. Milligan program has been upgraded with her."
doesn't foresee any drastic changes in
The Dukes will be looking to a
her style of coaching from that of freshman to fill the setter position
Davidson, but docs see a faster game
vacated by Cole. Molly Ball will take
with her style of offense.
over this role, and Milligan doesn't
"1 like to run a very quick offense, so seem hestitant to give her that much
we'll speed the game up a little bit," responsibility early on.
Milligan said. "We've been working
"She's accepting the leadership role
more on agility and speed in our and she has experience playing on a
conditioning to facilitate our quickness higher level team in California. I think
that will help her to run the offense,"
Milligan said.
There is some stability amongst all
the change though, as senior hitters
Dina Thomas, Chrissie Penas and Chris
Scott return. Pat Murphy also is back
and will be playing in the middle, while
sophomore Suzy Setzer will see time as
the outside hitter. Erica Johnson and
Amy Fras will provide some depth as
defensive specialists.
Freshmen Aimee Kozlowski and
Elizabeth Dean likely will see the most
playing time as freshmen, with
Lorraine Kelly and walk-on freshman
Kim Huggins also bidding for some
time.

Staff photo by FRED NORTH
Freshman Molly Ball sets the ball to hitter Dina Thomas.

Stafl photo by FRED NORTH
Suzy Setzer lifts the return.

The Colonial Athletic Association
looks strong again as last year's
champion William and Mary seems to
be the team to beat. The Dukes went
five games with the Tribe at the CAA
tournament, before losing the
close-fought match.
"Our goal is to win three out of five
tournaments and to win the conference,"
Milligan said. "We have a passing
percentage goal — passing totally
dictates our offense. If we win the
conference, we would definitely get an
ECAC bid."

Staff photo by FRED NORTH
Head coach Catherine Milligan dlcusses strategy.

Soccer
> (Continued from page 15)

knocked the ball in for an apparent
goal. The play was whistled dead and
the goal disallowed on a penalty against
the Mountaineers.
"We'll never make a mistake-free
game," Martin said. "Tonight we made
a lot of good decisions, we cleared balls
icariy,
early, and
aim we
wi; won
WUH a WJII
ton u»
of "v«"
head «""balls in

the back."
The one remaining question mark for
the Dukes are their injuries, those to
Chris Simon and Geoffrey Madueke
being the most critical.
"Simon is going to take this whole
week off," Martin said. "He's not
himself and you can see that. Madueke
may
gone for the
—J be
~- o
- - season.
,~v~ We'll
;
* just

llllllllilllllnl»«IM<ii"ll»IU..a*"ll«""«""""»'

»

have to wait and see. It's a week by
week thing."
Zepp, who had a serious viral
infection during summer practice, has
recovered well and played 30 minutes
against West Virginia. Mike
McMullan's injuries are improving
also, according to Martin.
With the uncertainty of who will be

able to play each game, Martirtsaid his
team is taking it one step at a time.
"This is a big week coming up for
us," Martin said. "We play Eastern
Mennonite and we can't take them too
lightly. It's the kind of game you have
to score first in. They're a cross town
school and it's the World Cup for
them."
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Golfers get new course Football
For JMU golf enthusiasts, tee times,
and places have been changed a little
this year. After JMU's relationship
ended with the owners of the Lakeview
golf course earlier this summer, JMU
golfers now will be faced with the
challenge of trying to master the course
at Massanutten.
George Toliver, JMU's manager of
recreational activities, said he was
extremely pleased about the agreement,
especially injts accomodations for both
students and faculty.
"I'm very excited about the
opportunity,"
Toliver said.
"[Massanutten] is a nice 18-hole golf
course and provides JMU students and
staff with a great place to go."
Toliver said that students will be
allowed to play every Monday and
Thursday from 8 a.m. until dark while
faculty and staff members can use the
facilties Monday through Friday and on
weekends, if space permits. Green fees
for students will be $3 and $5 for staff.
Golfers must take into cosideration a
number of changes with associated with
the new course:
•tee times must be made in advance.
•golfers must present a JMU I.D.
•a dress code of collared shirts and
either slacks or shorts.
•no alcohol.

> (Continued from page 14)

• Massanutten officials hold the
right of removal.
•if a golfer is removed, he will not
be permitted to return for 1 year.
Toliver said these rules are designed
to make the atmosphere better for all
players and will hopefully allow for a
smooth and enjoyable relationship for
both parties.

)$®lfitk
(upcoming events in JMU sports)
WOMEN"S VOLLEYBALL

Wednesday — JMU at Virginia
Commonwealth
University
[Richmondl, 7:30 p.m.
SOCCER
Wednesday
— Eastarn
Mennonite College at JMU, 7:30
p.m.
WRESTLING
— Anyone
Interested in trying out for the
wresting team should contact Jeff
Boyer in Godwin 320.
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Lancaster could not move the team and
JMU was forced to give the ball back to
the Midshipmen.
With Grizzard back in the game,
Navy ran off a 14-play, 58-yard drive,
in which it ran right over JMU's highly
rated defense. Staying on the ground for
all but one play, the Middies marched
down the field with Grizzard capping
the series with his second touchdown of
the game.
Behind 24-14, Waters returned to the
game but was unable to guide the club
as effectively as early in the contest As
the Navy defense picked up its
momentum, the Dukes quickly were
self-destructing with several drooned
passes and a couple of untimely
penalties.
"In the first half we were catching the
ball and moving downfield, but in the
second half we had several drops on
catchable passes, and it's hard to sustain
a drive when you have plays like that,"
he said.
Navy rounded out the scoring on a
27-yard field goal by Fundoukos. The
kick came several plays after Rodney
Brown's interception of a Water's throw
and a return of 24 yards.

running of Medley and sharp passing of
Waters, who was four-of-four for 38
yards and his second touchdown.
Trailing 14-7, Uzelac decided it was
time for a change and called upon
reserve signal caller Gary Mclntosh to
fill the bill. The sophomore responded
by guiding the Middies 68 yards. Again
the Dukes were victimized by the
option; this time it was Mclntosh
scampering 37 yards into the endzone.
"We weren't having enough time to
get off the blocks and get the pitch
guy," JMU linebacker Shawn Woodson
said. "My primary responsibility was to
get the quarterback, but they were arc
releasing, and we just weren't covering
the pitch back in time."
Navy took the lead with under a
minute remaining in the half on a 48
yard field goal by Fundoukos. The score
followed a short punt by JMU punter
Scott Todd that gave the Middies
possession at JMU's 35-yard line.
To start the second half, Purzycki
brought in backup quarterback Greg
Lancaster hoping to surprise Navy with
their own brand of football.
"We felt we had lost the momentum
"The fact that we lost to a Division
towards the end of the half and we 1-A team, on the road, in our season
wanted to run a little option," Purzycki opener, doesn't really affect our
said. "We brought Greg in because he Division 1-AA picture," Purzycki said.
runs the option a little better."
"We just have to regroup and move
However, the strategy did not work as on."
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is newly renovated.
Come into our new lounge
and enjoy
11 ,j if
your favorite
food and
A/MW
beverages.
»
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Gourmet Foods featuring
•Homemade Pasta • Veal •
•Poultry • Seafood •
•Steah

WeCcome to allSMU students!
L Italia invites you to visit us and enjoy your
favorite drinf^and meat.
Open Tues - Sun
11:00 am-10:00 pm
Fri - Sat 'til 11:00 pm
Closed Mondays

815 East Market St
Harrisonburg

433 - 0961
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HA1RCUTTERS
Monday-Friday
10:00am - 5:30pm

434-7055

SO.UPER

\£®mbimM@£ %m®M®$k HMnsi
Mon-Jrifrom 7:30-11 am
("Take Out ftvailahle.)

Ann Dean
Hairstylist
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1431 South Main St.
Harrisonburg, Va.
22801
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FRESHMEN AND SOPHOMORES
Beat the soaring cost of higher education.

Over 4 billion $$$ available
from private sources!
Call or write for free details:

511111111111

L,

HUMAN
RESOURCES
ASSOCIATES
35 Southgate Court. Suite 201
Harrisonburg. VA 22801
(703)432-1473
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Donuts
'Danish (asst.).
<Ba£eCs (asst.)
xu/cream cheese, Butter, preserves
(Pop Tarts
'English Muffins
xv/preserves, Butter.
Toast w/Butter, preserves
fruit Mi*.
yogurt Cups
Cereals (asst).
Muffins
'Beverages:
Coffee
45$
Orange Juke, Soft Drinks, IcedTea, Mitk,

-30$ ea.
79$ ea.
69$ ea.
69$ ea.
69$ ea.
59$ ■ 2
49$
69$ ea.
69$ ea.
79$
65$
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MCj.fM.Zl. seniors are cordially invited to attend
Career Planning and Placement's Senior Orientation
When: Wednesday, September 7,1988
4:00-5:00 p.m.

5:

%

Where: Grafton-Stovall Theatre
"Keynote Speaker: Mr. Jim £. Welch, Marf&ting Manager, I<BM
'What "Employers Loof^for in College graduates"
* A reception in Thiltips (Baflroom zvitt immediatefy fottow
the presentation
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BUSINESS
Professor brings 'international environment'
By Amanda Benson
business editor

Education is the most important thing a person
can have, says a JMU professor from South Korea.
Dr. Kibok Baik, a new member of the business
department, says, "I put education over all other
values in society." Education is "a system where
you preserve and improve your culture."
He adds that education "creates an individual for
the future — that carries a lot of meaning to me."
Baik, 34, teaches international management and
business policy classes. Having the opportunity to
grow and seeing a traditional part of American
culture are two main reasons he came to JMU. He
sees JMU as "a growing university — I can smell a
lot of oppportunity here."
Originally from Jeju, South Korea, Baik has been
in the United States for six years. He explains that
most people in Korea think of Virginia as "the crux,
the birthplace of American universities."
Baik also was attracted to JMU because of its size
and cost and the climate in the area. He was accepted
at the University of Virginia, but decided it was too
expensive.
After about. 10 years of university schooling, Baik
holds his first teaching job at JMU. He received his
Bachelor of Arts degree at Jeju National University
in South Korea, where he studied English literature.
He then decided to pursue his education further in
the United States.
The State University of New York at Buffalo was
Baik's choice for his Masters of Business
Administration degree. He then decided to experience
a different part of the country and attended the
University of Houston at University Park, where he
received his doctorate.
"Teaching in the United States is valued by other
Koreans," Baik says. "They want to teach here if
they are offered an opportunity, because it's a good
experience."
Although teaching in Korea would be easier for
Baik because of the language, he sees his teaching
job here as a valuable experience.
"I think of being here as a challenge, and I want to
beat that challenge," he says. "I'm hoping to make
contributions to the department by bringing an
international environment on campus."

"I put education over all
other values in society."
—Dr. Kibok Baik
Baik believes there are two ways to expose
students to the international atmosphere: "bring the
sudents to the international environment, or bring
the international environment to the students.
"I'm thinking about both," he says. There is
"ample opportunity" to implement an international
internship program in South Korea and other Asian
countries. This would be a very valuable experience,
Baik says, because "foreign companies are dying to
hire Americans."

Staff photo by LAWRENCE JACKSON

Dr. Kibok Balk
The Korean method of doing business is different
from the American method, Baik says. Koreans tend
to stress management less than Americans.
"Lots of different Korean managers emphasize the
money, [but] less on management and how to hire
people," Baik says. "Managing people well doesn't
bring immediate cash, so this is understandable," he
adds.
But management is "very important in the long
run," Baik says.
Like the business system, the schooling system
in Korea is not the same as the system in the
United States.
"It's very, very different," Baik says. "In South
Korea, up until you get into college, you study 15
hours a day."
He says there is a Korean saying, "If you sleep
four hours a night, you'll pass your [college]
entrance examination. If you sleep five hours, you
won't."
To get into college in South Korea, "you have to
study, study, study," Baik says. "But once you get
into college you can relax."
The college atmosphere in South Korea allows
more freedom than in America — "almost too much
freedom," Baik says. But trends are changing in
South Korean universities, he says, and "college
students now study very hard."
Studying is not the only part of getting a good
education, Baik says. Hands-on experience is crucial,
he says.
"I would encourage and recommend students in the
United States to get hands-on experience," he says.
"It's quite important."
Baik adds that hands-on experience is necessary
not only for students but for teachers as well.
"After you get an MBA or a Ph. D
without
hands-on experience, you don't have enough
experience to apply the theories you learned," he
says. "You won't know how the theories will work.

"Application is what counts rather than theories,"
Baik says.
Law degress and medical degrees are "most
appreciated" in South Korea, Baik says. Business
degrees are another popular option.
More and more Korean students are coming to the
United States to further their education, Baik says.
"The United States is still seen as number one,"
he says. "Foreign people assume the United States
is the richest country in the world, so hunger and
poverty are the last things they think about."
Even though Baik was "surprised to hear about the
large number of people dying on the street" when he
came to America, he still believes the standard of
living in the United States is "the greatest, the
best."
He adds that many countries in the Far East are
"far behind the United States" in their standards of
living and economies.
Baik, though far away from his family in South
Korea, plans to remain in the United States. "I hope
I can stay here and improve myself by teaching and
doing research," he says.
His experience at JMU thus far has been
satisfying. "I'm impressed with this school," Baik
says.
"The students seem to be very smart," he says.
"The support system here is super — people are
very nice to me."

Consultant admits paying
for info in Pentagon case
Willliam Parkin, a defense consultant in the
Pentagon arms contract case, publicly admiued last
week to making payments for confidential data on
the defense contracts.
Parkin said that starting in late 1986, he paid
monthly installments of $15,000 to another
consultant for information on a Navy contract.
A former top Navy contracting official. Parkin
also admitted his involvement in many other
financial and personal dealings. He said he took
over payments on a $25,000 mobile home from
William Galvin, another defense consultant in the
case.
Parkin also said he lent $13,000 to Victor
Cohen, an assistant secretary for the Air Force
whose telephone was tapped by federal
investigators.
Parkin admitted to being a middleman in the
Pentagon case, but said, "I deny vehemently that I
made payoffs to government officials."

Suzuki Samurai to remain
on market amidst protest
Suzuki Samurais, the four-wheel drive vehicles
made by Suzuki Motor Co., will not be
investigated or recalled.
The National Highway Traffic Safety
Administration said the vehicles are no more
dangerous than other similar vehicles made by
different companies, despite many petitions for
investigation of the vehicle.
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THE FAR SIDE

Gary Larson

CALVIN AND HOBBES^
PLANET CALVIN MOVES
ACROSS THE SOLAR SlSTEM.

Bill Watterson

NOBODH NOTICES UNTIL HIS
ORBIT TAKES HIM DIRECTU
BETWEEN THE SJN AND EAKIH.

'Hey! What have I told you kids about screwing
around in front of that window?"

u

I THINK RITUALS
ARE IMPORTANT.

Nf FAVORITE RITUAL IS
EATING THREE BOWLS OF
"CHOCOLATE FROSTED SUGAR
BOMBS" AND WATCHING TV
CARTOONS ALL SATURDAY

—^MOKHWS;

AFTER A FEN HOURS, I'M SO
ONERSTMJLATED I CAHT
SIT STIU-Oft
I EVEN THINK
%f 'A\ STRM6MT.

SORT OF A ^{lEAH. I
TRANSCENDENTAL 1 ACHIEVE A
EXPERIENCE, HUH?/ IOKER
-y—-^CWSOOISiSS

space could be yours!
"Oooooowooooool This thing's been
here a looooooooong time. Well,
thank heaven for ketchup."

If you would like to become a cartoonist
for The Breeze, send a cover letter and
samples of your work to Martin Romjue,
editor, or call us at x6127.

Come join our gang at....

RESTAURANT AND DELICATESSEN
Deli •Gourmet Foods* Mixed Beverages
Imported Cheeses*Beer & Wine
Catering Service - 434-7647

Take Out Orders

60 WEST WATER ST. • HARRISONBURG, VIRGINIA
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ADVimiSID ITIM POllCr-Each at these advertised items ii
required to be readily available tor sale in each Kroger Store,
except as speciticaty noted in this ad. If we do run out of an
advertised item, we wsi offer you your choice of a
comparable item, when available, reflecting the same
savings or a raincheck which w* entitle you to purchase the
advertised item at the advertised price within X days. Only
one vendor coupon wll be accepted per item purchased
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TransAmerica Telemarketing
is now accepting applications for employment.
TransAmerica employed over 150 students
this past school year. The students at JMU
have played a big part in the success of our
company. We want to return the favor, any
student hired in the month of September
is eligible for a December tuition bonus. Call
us for details. We have limited positions
available.

COPYRIGHT 1966
THE KROGEH CO
ITEMS AND PRICES GOOD SUNDAY,
SEPT. 4. THROUGH SATURDAY, SEPT.
10, 1968
IN HARRISONBUHG
WE
RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT
QUANTITIES
NONE SOLD TO
DEALERS.

c

Serve 'N' Save
Lunchmeat lib.

99
s 19
2, l

CALL MS. COOK AT

/R

Gwaltney Great Dogs

59°
99c

lib.

lb.

IN THE DELI-PASTRY SHOPPE

Variety Pak Cookies

24- Cl,

Doritos Brand Tortilla Chips

11-02.

Miller Lite Beer
CAFFEINE FREE DIET COKE. DIET COKE.
COCA COLA OR

Coca Cola Classic
2-LITER BOTTLE ... $1.09

$049
£m

12 '&*1

6^*1 39
|- ft

Notebook Filler Paper

200 ct D"

Limit 2 With Coupon Limit One Coupon Per Family

l£ .

COUPON GOOD SUN SECT I S«l SEPT. II. 1M
SUejICT 10 SPPLICHBII STATI b 10CAI TAXIS

Your

Place

Chinese'and Bar-B-Que Carry-Out
with a minimum of $5.00 for On-Campus or a 50c charge
$10.00 for local or a $1.00 charge
We deliver on JMU campus
and in town!

We take phone in orders
PHONE 434-3003,
434-4653

49

COLLEGE OR WIDE RULED TOP FLIGHT

F

Delivers to

$209

■KROGER COUPON

29

*

FREE Delivery

THOMPSON

Seedless White Grapes

E.O.E.

Vcc's Wace

Cracked, 100% or Kroger

Wheat
Bread

(703)434-2311

0 i
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Counseling and Student Development
Center
20th Anniversary
Open House
September 9, 1988
10:00 a.m. -2:00 p.m.
Second Floor Alumnae Hall
Please Join us to celebrate our anniversary!
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CLASSIFIEDS
t Loft With Shelves - Good condition. $35.
Blue rug, $20. Call Andrea, X5540.
Refrigerators - $40/year. Behind Mr. Flip's
Mini Marl, Main St. Sept. 1-2. 2-4 pm. Sat.,
Sept. 3, 10 am-noon. Call 433-1223 to
reserve.
Almost On Campus - Large luxury 2 BR apt.
on Dutchmill Court. Like new, 4 blocks from
JMU. No children, pets, smoking. For
professionals or quiet students. Rent/deposit
$450. lease negotiable. 434-2100.
New & Very Large air conditioned 1 BR apt.
on Dutchmill Court 4 blocks from JMU. For
professional couple or quiet students. No
children, pets, smoking. Water, trash,
appliances provided. Rent/deposit $350.
Lease negotiable. 434-2100.
Almost On Campus - Large air conditioned
1 BR apt. on Dutchmill Court. Like new. 4
blocks from JMU. For professional or quiet
student. No children, pets, smoking. Water,
trash, appliances provided. Rent/deposit
$315. Lease negotiable. 434-2100.
Completely Furnished 4 BR apt. in Willow
Hills. Renting $198.75/person. All utilities
furnished. Individual lease 4 deposit. No pets.
Other furnished features included microwave, DW, W/D, basic cable TV. For
more info, call 433-1717 between 9 am & 4:30
pm.
Housemate Needed to share 4 BR apt.
single RM, $120/mo. If interested call434-9848, ask for Janet. Judy or Grace.
Completely Furnished 2 BR apt. Norwood
St. Renting $165/person. All utilities furnished.
Individual lease ft deposit. No pets. For more
info, call 433-1717 between 9 am ft 4:30 pm.
Desperately Seeking M/F non-smoking
roommate. University Place. 433-6953.

5 Gallon Fish Tank with filter, pump, gravel
ft 2 goldfish. Perfect for dorm room.
$25/negotiaWe. Call Penny, 432-0122.
Student Lamps In Stock ft specialty lighting
available at Creative Lighting. 1903 S. Main
St.. Harrisonburg, 434-9609.
New, Used Lofts - $50 up. Call Melvin
432-1804.
Loft - Excellent condition. Mary. x4763.
Green Couch ft Matching Chair - $50.
Call 432-0206.
Refrigerator -$45/neg. Contact Kelly.
432-0564.
Dorm Refrigerator - 2.8 c. ft. with freezer.
$35. Glenn, 568-9842 (off campus).
Chair - Stuffed wingback, fair condition,
rust/tweed, $30. 298-9743.
Orienteering Class Compass - $10. Hardly
used. x7475 after midnight.
26" Man'* Huffy
MaryAnne, 433-2310.

10

Speed - Call

1974 Karman Ghia Convertible - Good
running condition, new top, new tires, $2500.
Call after 5 pm, 432-0206.
Yamaha XT 250 - Runs good. $450/best
oiler. 434-2723.

Want Responsible Party to take over low
monthly payments on spinet-console'piano.
Can be seen locally. Call Mr. White at
(800)327-3345, Ext. 101.
HELP WANTED
Part-Time Baby Sitters needed for mentally
retarded children & adults. Flexible scheduling;
training provided. References required.
Contact Association for Retarded Citizens,
1000 S. High St.. Harrisonburg. 434-2469
(Tuesday through Thursday).
Little Caesars -Join America's largest
'carry-out' only (no delivery) pizza chain. Little
Caesars is now accepting applications for full
& part time help. Flexible working hours,
opportunity for advancement, competitive
wages, must be at least 16 yrs. old, no
experience necessary. Apply in person at
Waterman Square, W. Market next to Food
Lion or Spotswood Square, E. Market, next to
Kroger.
Little Caesars
Management - Little
Caesars is now accepting applications for
management positions for their future sites in
Harrisonburg. Join America's largest (carry out
only - no delivery) pizza chain. Opportunity for
advancement, competitive salary, paid
training, paid medical benefits, bonus program,
flexible hours. Send resume in confidence to
P.O. Box 1304. Waynesboro, VA 22980.
Bartender/Doorman Wanted - ThursdaySunday. Apply Train Station Restaurant.
Phone 434-0505.
Cocktail Waitress Wanted - Weekend
work. Apply Train Station Restaurant. Phone
434-0505.
Apply Alfred Nay's Valley Mall between 3
& 4 pm today & tomorrow. Sales people
wanted for part time sales to sell men's &
women's clothing.

LOST4FOUN0
Reward - Stolen Red Schwinn Mesa Runner.
Call sad owner at 432-0407.

Racquet Stringing - Quality strings,
reasonable prices. Call Shannon at x5265.
Jiffy Lube September Special - Save $$$
when you show your JMU ID.

Celebrate Fall At The Country Place Lodgng ft camping on the Shenandoah River.
Just 40 miles northeast. 5 BR lodge & 2 BR
cabins with fireplaces ft mountain views, camp
with tents ft modern facilities. Horseback
riding, canoeing, (703)743-4007.

Horizon Sure Tan is your professional
tanning center. Both UVA ft UVB rays, all are
stand up. No appointment necessary. Phone
434-1812 or stop by 1106 Reservoir St.
Making A Decision about an unplanned
pregnancy wont be easy. First, give yourself a
little time. Look at all your options from all the
angles. Weigh the pros and cons carefully.
Above all, be honest with yourself. Remember,
the best choice is the one that's right for you.
We ofler family planning, counseling ft lirst
trimester abortion services because we
believe a woman should have a full range of
options available to her. Call us if we can help,
confidentially of course. Hagerstown
Reproductive Health Services. Hagerstown.
Maryland, (301)733-2400. Collect calls
accepted.

10-4
Congratulations

ZTA

lor winning the

Shenandoah Valley B&B ReservationsLuxurious inns, invigorating farms, gracious
homes. (703)459-8241.

distinction of 2nd best ZTA chapter in the
US.!
Welcome Back to JMU lor another
phenomenal year! Love. Zeta.

Karate -New beginners start every night
Mondays ft Wednesdays, 7-9 pm, Godwin Hall
wrestling RM. For more info, call 434-8824.

Mud, Mud i More Mud - Mud Volleyball
coming soon. Watch lor details!
Want To Have Fun? Join the JMU Bowling
League.

Need A Male Dancer to do a striptease act
down to a G-string. One night only, Sept. 17.
Price is negotiable. Call 867-5345.

AEA Would Like to congratulate our 3 new
Sisters: Paige. Christine ft Amy. Way to go!
Join the JMU Bowling Club! Organizational
meeting for new league is Thur., Sept. 9,1988
at 7 pm. WCC RM C.
Wantedl Unique JMU T-shirt designs ft
novelty items. Market your entrepreneur ideas
in local retail store(s). Discount custom
imprinting too. 433-3734.
Are Your Walls Bare? Cover them with
posters on sale Tuesday. Wednesday ft
Thursday on the Patio, 10-4. Sponsored by
WJMR.
A Club Is A Club Is A Club but Ain is a
fraternity lor business majors. Smokers
Wednesday ft Thursday, WCC-A.
Alpha Gamma Delta - There's just no place
like it.
Kelll Levins ft Janice Alvey - Happy 21
birthday. Love, The Brothers of Sigma Pi.
Mud (mud) n. wet, soft earth or earthy matter,
as on the ground after rain, at the bottom of a
pond, or among the discharges from a
volcano; mire. {ME mudde, mode c. MLG
mudde|...Mud Volleyball coming Sept. 171
Not For The Faint Of Heart - An Wine's
Reception ft Gallery Showing, Zirkle House,
9/5,7-9 pm.
Experience The Challenge - Rush AIll.
Smokers Wednesday ft Thursday in WCC-A.
*£K Meeting - 9/8/88, 7:30 pm. P&G RM,

Permanent Hair Removal - Advanced
Electrolysis, 320 S. Main. By appointment,
433-9444.

Rock Posters
WCC Patio - Today!

Godwin.
Poster Sale Today A Wednesday on the
Patio. 10-4. Sponsored by WJMR.
The Poetics Are In Town with a new album.
Don! miss it!
Rush Ain - Business fraternity. Smokers
WCC-A. Wed., 7th ft Thurs.^,
Special Thanks To xfiey Hodges lor
finding ft returning my valuable rings. It's good
to know we have honest people at JMU. Also
thanks to everyone that helped me look for
them. I really appreciate it. Ginger Weaver

Make $1,000 In 1 Week! Fraternity.
sorority, student organization needed lor
campus marketing project. Must be motivated
ft organized. 433-3734.

AZA - Red, White ft You!
Congratulations On Your Engagement
Margaret B! That's cool babe! Margaret ft
Karen
Diaz ft John Vaugn - Sorry so late but
thanks for the use of the facilities. Now you
can say you saw your name in print ft not the
Policefile. The Breeze
Guaranteed Best Prices! Campus Custom
Resources, Unkd. Imprint anything! 433-3734.
Mud, Music, Mud, Food, Mud, Drink &
More Mud...Mud Volleyball Tournament, Sat.,
Sept. 17!
Want More Out Of Your Greek Life?
RushAXn.
JMU Bowling League now forming. It's a lot
of fun.
Great Posters ft Art Sale - J. Mad dies,
WCC. Monday-Wednesday, 9-3.
Tennis Club Meeting - Thurs.. Sept 8. at 7.
WCC RM B. Bring dues. $12. Mixed doubles
tournament signups! More info.. x5116.
Business Majors - Make the most of college
ife. Rush All l.
Absolut Madison T-Shirts - Call x4594 or
go to Ikenberry B104A.
Rush Alpha Sigma Alpha!
<bEK Tallgatt
Godwin Field.

Party - 9/10/88. 12 pm.

To My Irish - Eyed Alpha Chi - Looking
forward to a fantastic senior year. You've
given the word 'happy' a new definition!
Loving more ft more each day, Dave.
IABC/JMU Welcoming Reception - Wed..
Sefit. 7 at 4:30 pm. Anthony-Seeger lobby.
Everyone come on out ft have a good time.
Tired Of Looking At Cinderblock Walls?
Or your roommate? Great posters ft prints on
sale. J. Maddies, WCC, Monday-Wednesday,
9-3.
'
Waxing Poetics - Tues., Sept. 6 at the Den.

Scott - It's been 2 lantastic years ft I'm still
twitterpated! Love always. Susan.
AIA - Red. White ft You!

So Much Fun - No words could do it justice.
Rush Alpha Gamma Delta.

-• .
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Sale Starts Sunday, September 4th.

PRICES EFFECTIVE THRU SATURDAY. SEPTEMBER 10, 1988
QUANTITY RIGHTS RESERVED NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR TYPOGRAPHICAL ERRORS
DELI/BAKERY ITEMS AVAILABLE ONLY IN STORES WITH THOSE DEPARTMENTS.

U S 0 A CHOICE GRAIN TED WHOLESALE CUT

&

Boneless Whole
Sirloin Tips

-V

Custom Cut
10 to 12 lb
Avg.

459
IK

pftnmEnsmflRHET
LUSCIOUS AIICVPLARGE 4 SIZE

Jumbo
Honeydews

PftflTRV PICKS
CATCH OP THE DRV

SUCE»MTN DEVWPEPSI FREE

Reg. or Diet
Pepsi Cola

99*

UMUTED PURCHASE 1» OBHMT ONE M "0 MA PUflCH AT

Eight O'Clock
Coffee

Ik

IB

MO

148
■

LIMIT ONE WITH 110 MIN PURCHASE

Grade 'A'
Large Eggs

LIMIT ONE WITH MIN 10 PURCHASE

Angel Soft
Bath Tissue

^ 78*
ALL VARIETIES

Ruffles
Potato Chips

^990

if.

Special
Crabmeat

BUTCHER MOCK

Perdue Oven Staffer
Roaster

^89*

/199
Fresh
&*T
»Bay Scallops
DEU DELIGHTS

Pure Pork
Sausage

Sliced
Bacon

Gourmet
Turkey Breast

JAMESTOWN

Hungry 8
Franks

if 990
HVOROGEN PEROXIOf On

Miller
Beer

A&P
Alcohol

CRENSMAW. CASABA.
JUAN CANARY OR
C

49*

r^*t5J'f*

Persian
Melons

DEEP PREEIE
SELECT VARIETIES

Breyers Marble
Classics

199

NEW YORKER

Domestic
Swiss Cheese

All FLAVORS

A&P
Fruit Drinks

if 2" i? 990
ft

Egg
89* Potato Salad
COUATRV DAIRV

PATTIE & BISCUIT*TENOERS OR

Banquet Chicken
Pattie & Bun

Breyers
Yogurt

^,.99*

if 2100

Red Baron
Pizza

BETTER IIVinG

GENUINE DRAFT»LITE

RED RIPE

Plum
Tomatoes

if 369 if

0

i? 99

149

• 599 ^590

ABERDEEN FARMS

^ 69*

■•an

ALL VARIETIES

& 2"
DOUBLE COUPONS

* 12499 <& 1^00

REG ORHOMESTYLE

*1

65

Tropicana
Orange Juice

ON MANUFACTURERS' CENTS-OFF COUBONS. SEE STORE FOR DETAILS.

